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Fujitsu Security - Cyber

CIOs tell us that security remains a top concern with cost reduction not far behind. 
Simpler, more integrated security solutions are required because complexity adds cost 
and can erode the effectiveness of the defenses.

Data Sheet Cyber

With Fujitsu, we provide you with a straightforward and 
independent view of the current state of your cyber 
security through our dedicated Information and Security 
Risk Assessment.  

The findings will give you a clearer understanding of how 
effective your security measures are and will provide you 
with a plan of action to mitigate the risks of any gaps  
or weaknesses. 

Using the recommendations in our report, you can choose 
to take advantage of a wide range of cyber security 
measures provided by Fujitsu, including our range of 
Professional Services, Managed Services or staff training.

Fujitsu Information Security and  
Risk Assessment

When it comes to protecting your organization from top to 
bottom, you need a full-scale assessment to understand 
the potential business risks of cybercrime. Our Information 
Security and Risk Assessment covers every aspect of your 
organization to provide you with the information you need 
to judge the risks of cybercrime as well as the costs and 
usability of prevention tools.
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Fujitsu Cyber Professional Services
Using the insights from our Information Security and Risk Assessment, we offer cyber prevention services in three key areas:

1. Strategic consulting:
 ■ Mapping your cyber security requirements internally and across your entire supply chain
 ■ Defining cyber security strategies to ensure your organization continues to operate to its full potential
 ■ Creating new corporate cyber security documentation to ensure you have demonstrable policies for employees and suppliers to follow
 ■ Providing security architecture and design expertise to supplement existing capabilities and assurance of the deployed  
  security controls
 ■ Providing architecture, design and deployment services to integrate security enforcing technologies into the overall security and  
      service framework

2. Assessment Services:
 ■ Full gap analysis of your cyber security profile, covering all aspects of your security controls including those for the network, endpoint  
      and mobile infrastructure as well as anti-virus protection, security information event management and password policies
 ■ Complete supply chain assessments to identify areas that require immediate attention
 ■ Identifying the activities your organization needs to undertake to meet ISO 27001 assessments and other compliance requirements

3. Business Continuity Services:
 ■ Assessments, planning, documentation, testing and training

Why Fujitsu?
Cyber threats and risks arrive from many vectors. Protecting against today’s constantly evolving threat landscape requires deep visibility 
across the entire IT environment. That is why many organizations choose Fujitsu Managed Services.

We give you peace of mind by watching over your cyber security 24/7.  
Our range of fully managed security information services is  
supervised by experts at our Security Operation Centre, covering:

■ Analysis of log data, to identify anomalies and threats
■ 24/7 response capability for firewalls, IPS or IDS
■ Access controls – for example, preventing individuals from plugging into services  
    or stopping an administrator downloading all database onto disk

What’s next?
To find out more, contact: 
Email: info@sg.fujitsu.com 
Web: fujitsu.com/sg


